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 What is the reason that after export the video quality decreases? A: It is called temporal smoothing and it is a feature of mpeg-ts compression. It reduces jitter (i.e. small gaps between frames). It is also possible to use the same codec for both the source and the master file, and then don't use the temporal smoothing. You can disable it in the advanced tab. Q: How can I use the code from the client
website in my module I am using this module from I have changed the JS code to work with my own CMS. How can I now insert it into my module, so it will work with my theme? Just install the module, then open the module's.info file. Find the template subdirectory and enter the path to your custom template there. Example: If the template directory is /themes/mytheme/templates/page-template,
you can enter that path in the template subdirectory. Any pages which are rendered by your module should then use that template file. What is difference between two objects as in return type (std::reference_wrapper or double)? I have a class like below. class a { public: int *data; int &get(int id); int &ref_get(int id); a() { data = new int(0); } } Now when I compile this, I get the following warnings:

warning: return type 'int *' of 'a::ref_get' differs from the return type of the function 'a::get' [-Wreturn-type] I understand that I can solve this by making ref_get return std::reference_wrapper but is there any difference between std::reference_wrapper and double? Or I can ignore them? Yes, double is an incomplete type, and there is no "real" pointer to incomplete types. A: 82157476af
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